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 DAFM Response
 Sector Specific Issues

BREXIT - UNIQUE EXPOSURE
OF IRISH AGRI-FOOD SECTOR
 Sector critically important to Irish economy
 Employed c. 173,000 people in 2016 (8.6% of total employment),
contributing 7.6% to GDP
 Annual output c. €26 billion
 Regional spread critical - underpins rural economy
 High Exposure to UK Market
 Total value of agri-food exports in 2017 was €13.6 billion
 38% (€5.2 billion) went to UK (down from 39% in 2016)
 Total value of agri-food imports in 2017 was €8.7 billion
 47% (€4.1 billion) came from UK (up from 46% in 2016)
 Approx. 15% of total merchandise goods exports go to UK

UNIQUE EXPOSURE
OF IRISH AGRI-FOOD SECTOR (2)
 Just over half of beef exports go to UK
 About 22% of dairy exports
 53% of cheese, 29% of butter and 12% of SMP
 80,000 tonnes of cheddar cheese - about 80% of all
cheddar imported by the UK
 Up to 90% of exports from mushroom and forestry

sectors
 More than 70% of prepared consumer foods exports
 Potential tariffs highest in these areas:
 Beef 60%+, dairy 50%+, other meats 30%+, PCF c. 15%+

IMPLICATIONS OF BREXIT FOR
IRISH AGRI-FOOD SECTOR
 Impact Analysis
 Copenhagen Economics, February 2018







Agri-food sector most severely impacted
Accounts for 1 percentage point of the 2.8% reduction in GDP
compared to 2030 non-Brexit baseline under EEA scenario,
and 1.9 of the 7.0% reduction under the WTO scenario
Significantly lower output across dairy (8%), beef (11%) and
processed foods (10%) relative to 2030 baseline under EEA
scenario, rising to 18%, 23% and 21%, respectively, under WTO
scenario
Also significantly lower total exports from dairy (18%), beef
(18%) and processed foods (15%) relative to 2030 baseline
under EEA scenario, rising to 40%, 35% and 31%, respectively,
under WTO scenario

IMPLICATIONS OF BREXIT FOR
IRISH AGRI-FOOD SECTOR (2)
 Impact analysis
 (CE, cont.)




In terms of exports to UK, these would be lower by 35% in
dairy, 29% in beef and 40% in processed foods relative to 2030
baseline under the EEA scenario, and by 76%, 53% and 31%,
respectively, under WTO scenario
Export and other impacts mainly driven by the risk of
regulatory divergence

 But final impact will depend on post-Brexit EU-

UK trade relationship

IMPLICATIONS OF BREXIT FOR
IRISH AGRI-FOOD SECTOR (3)
 Role of UK in Food Sourcing, Processing and Transit
 UK very tightly integrated into Irish food production and distribution

cycle - potentially significant impact of non-tariff barriers, including
sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) controls
 Regulatory divergence may affect DAFM ability to certify agri-food
goods for export
 Rules of origin may be significant in the event of tariffs
 Understanding of Brexit impact on supply chains is critical - important
to be prepared for implications of, e.g., ‘hard’ Brexit and FTA

SUMMARY AGRI-SPECIFIC ISSUES
 Immediate (mainly currency) impacts
 Tariffs and Trade
 Regulations and Standards (especially SPS)
 convergence/divergence
 Border Controls and Certification
 imports and exports
 EU Budget and Implications for CAP
 loss of UK net contribution of approx. €10 billion per annum on
average
 Northern Ireland Dimension
 north-south co-operation, all-island economy, border issues

DAFM RESPONSE
 Internal Structures:
 New Brexit and International Trade Division
 Brexit Response Committee - overall co-ordination
 Brexit added as standing item on FW2025 HLIC agenda
 Analysis:
 Analysis of Brexit impacts ongoing across all agri-food sectors,
including through engagement with stakeholders, in order to
inform input to negotiations and contingency planning
 New Groups have been examining import controls/export
certification, research activities, North-South co-operation,
customs and landbridge issues
 DAFM supporting research projects by other Departments and
agencies

DAFM RESPONSE (2)
 Consultation:
 Close consultation ongoing with Bord Bia, BIM and Enterprise
Ireland
 Consultative Committee of Stakeholders meeting regularly
 DAFM participating prominently in All-Island Civic Dialogue (agrifood and fisheries)
 Frequent interaction with representative organisations
 Engagement
 Raising awareness of Brexit impacts and Irish position at EU level


through MS bilaterals, informally at Council and TF50 discussions

 North-South and East-West (political and official contacts)

Agriculture Transport Issue
 Undertaken analysis of sectoral supply chains
 Issues emerging include 







Administrative burdens – CVED to be completed by “the person
responsible for the load” coming in from a third country,
UK declarations rules?
Groupage – how many containers have agriculture produce?
Wooden pallets – ISPM 15 standard
Lack of detailed information, e.g. “foodstuffs”
Use of landbridge – direct transit or offloading product in UK?

Agriculture Transport Issue cont’d
 Actions –


Start preparing for Brexit now –
 Know your obligations and consider potential changes in the
following areas  Groupage – can agriculture produce be grouped together?
 Wooden pallets – future compliance with ISPM 15 standard
 Descriptions – detailed accurate descriptions of contents
 Landbridge - aim for uninterrupted transit, where possible



Involvement with Brexit analysis

Brexit@agriculture.gov.ie

